The 500-seater Cantonese restaurant features time-honoured recipes that
have been passed down many generations. Through the use of fresh and
premium ingredients, traditional flavours are refined and presented in a
most modern fashion. Helmed by experienced chefs, Pin Si Restaurant aims
to create a classic Cantonese dining experience for all our guests, delivering
in both taste and quality.

Yum Cha, which translates to ‘drinking tea’ in Cantonese, is an important
family tradition that has been in existence for centuries. In traditional tea
houses, families engage in the activity by bonding over a meal, which usually
consists of bamboo steamer baskets filled with dimsum. From translucent
prawn dumplings and creamy salted egg yolk lava buns, to delicately
steamed siew mai and fried spring rolls, Pin Si brings together some of the
most iconic Cantonese flavours, allowing for friends and family alike to enjoy
these delicacies in the comfort of the restaurants’ palatial interiors.
With particular emphasis on local favourites, Pin Si Restaurant serves up
some of the most exquisite and hearty Cantonese dishes. Guests can savour
the taste of the ever-popular Cantonese roasted pork belly, home-styled
seafood delights, as well as fresh vegetables prepared with ‘wokhei’
fragrance - an elusive and addictive quality unique to Cantonese cuisine.
Not to be outdone is the wide variety of nourishing herbal soups also
available at the restaurant, all of which are cooked over ‘slow-fire’ for hours
to complete a satisfying and wholesome meal. At Pin Si, guests are able to
reminisce over the taste of the good old times, enjoying a nostalgic fare
with their loved ones while nestling in the comforts of our elegantly
decorated restaurant interior.
We also provide multi-course sit-down dinner menus customised for your
special occasions. Our private rooms are ideal for corporate events as well
as family functions.
The newly renovated space can accommodate over 500 guests, making it an
ideal location for celebrating weddings, baby showers, birthday parties and
other memorable moments in your life. Our friendly and professional
consultants are always here to help, seeking to collaborate with you in
creating wonderful memories that will last a lifetime.

PIN SI RESTAURANT
Tel: 6852 8933 Operating Hours: 11:00AM – 2.30PM, 6:00PM – 10:30PM
Address: 60 Yishun Avenue 4, #02-01 SAFRA Yishun Country Club, 769029

